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TECHNICAL FILE
Novosuelo/Novopared
PVC

General Features
Material: PVC

Lenght: 8ft2in / 2,5 m.l.

Dimensions (h): 1/4”, 5/16”, 3/8”, 1/2”

6, 8, 10, 12

Packaging: 100 u./box

Finishes:

Applications

Novosuelo/Novopared PVC is a profile designed to protect edges of ceramic installations.
It can also be installed as a flooring separator or countertop finish among others.

Technical Features and tests
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Profile with “L” section to be installed as an edge protector in 
ceramic installations or similar. This profile, made of high quality 
PVC, can also be installed as  flooring separator or countertop finish 
among others. It is available in a wide range of colors. 

Materials

PVC

Fire resistance M2 (UNE 23-727-90)

Abrasion resistance Very good

Working temperature -10ºC / 60ºC

Resistance to chemical 
agents

Buena excepto con ácido crómico, 
sulfúrico y disolventes orgánicos como 
acetato y tolueno

AIM-
PLAS

Novopared/Novosuelo PVC is a profile made by coextrusion of PVC-P (rigid PVC) and PVC-U (flexible 
PVC). PVC-U provides a perfect adaptability to corners while PVC-P is suitable, due to its rigidity, to be 
the piece to be placed in the tiles as a support. 

PVC (polyvinyl chloride), is a polar amorphous thermoplastic polymer highly resistant to abrasion, 
corrosion and a wide range of chemical products. Has a good resistance to impact, low water absorption, 

low electrical conductivity and is dimensionally stable.

*Find out more information by consulting the Technical Files of our raw materials in www.emac.es
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Technical Information

You can find out more information about the technical features of Emac®’s products by downloading 
their Technical File from www.emac.es. 

If you have any query please contact our Technical Department in tecnico@emac.es

The data provided are only for information and have been obtained by our supplier or Emac®.
Does not constitute legal guarantee in terms of properties and / or functionality of the application of material

Emac Complementos S.L. (Spain) info@emac.es  //  Emac America  L.L.C.  (FL,USA)  sales@emac.es //  Emac Italia S.R.L. (Italy)  info@emac-italia.it
             www.emac.es 

Novosuelo/ Novopared PVC

Indoors Wall tiling Flooring

Installation
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1. Tile one of the sides of the wall to be tiled. Then, spread a big amount of thin-set mortar on the 
other side.

2. Place the Novosuelo/Novopared on the corner and press to let the thin-set mortar pass through 
the holes of the anchoring wing.Coloque el Novosuelo/Novopared sobre el ángulo y  presione para 
que el material de agarre pase a través de los agujeros mecanizados del ala de fijación.

3. Place tiles along the anchoring wing and then press them softly to get an optimal adhesion.
4. Continue tiling until the installation is finished
5. Clean the possible leftover and let dry.

Walls

Floors
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Cleaning and maintenance

The cleaning can be done with water and detergent or specific cleaner diluted. The correct use of 
bleach do not affect PVC. 

It is not recommended using chromic acid, sulfuric acid or organic solvents as ethyl acetate, acetone 
or toluene.

To visualize the video, capture 
this image with your mobile  
(QR code reader software is 
required) or just click on it.  

1. Spread a big amount of thin-set mortar on the surface to be tiled.
2. Then, place the profile and press it to let the thin-set mortar pass through the holes on the anchoring 

wing.
3. Place a tile on the anchoring wing of the profile and press to get an optimal contact with the thin-

set mortar.
4. Repeat the previous step placing tiles along the profile until the installation is finished. Before 

curing, tap with a rubber hammer to align the profile with the pavement.

5. Finally clean the leftover material and let dry.                                                                                                                                              

* If you are going to polish the flooring, you must install the profile slightly below the tile to avoid possible damages.
To visualize the video, capture 
this image with your mobile  
(QR code reader software is 
required) or just click on it.  


